
CAPO PNK 1Pc

About Item

1. Good function: The 5 Core capo is a versatile tool that allows for quick and easy changes in
interval degrees on various instruments such as acoustic, classic, and electric guitars, bass,
violin, ukulele, and more. It is designed for effortless release and repositioning.

2. Rubber pads: Rubber pads are integrated into the capo design to provide comfort for your
thumb while in use. With the ability to operate with just one hand and fit comfortably in your
hand, these capos can clamp on most fretboards. They are small in size, making them
portable and rustproof, making them suitable for use on different widths of guitars.

3. Avoiding scratches: Using high-quality rubber pads in the capo design ensures that your
instruments remain undamaged and free of scratches. The rubber pads are an effective
safeguard against any harm to your instrument.

4. Perfect sound: The high-performance guitar capo ensures perfect sound by keeping the
strings tight and eliminating buzz.?˜

5. Practical gift: These capos are available in various colors. They make for great practical gifts
for friends or loved ones who enjoy playing the guitar or other instruments.

Product Description

The 5 Core Capo is the perfect addition to your guitar & wonderful gift for your musician
friend.

Whether you are a studio musician, a stage performer, or just jamming with friends,
changing keys quickly and easily is a valuable asset. A high-quality capo allows you to
do just that with a simple squeeze of a lever, eliminating the need for time-consuming
tuning adjustment.

With the 5 Core Capo/ kapo, you can expect a buzz-free and perfectly in-tune
performance at any fret. Its spring-loaded design allows for easy application and
adjustment with just one hand, and it can be conveniently stored on the peg head when
not in use. This cap is perfect for quick changes on stage and is suitable for acoustic
and electric guitars.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.



Features

No Scratches No Buzz Easy to Use Versatile

The silicone
rubber lining
that covers the
entire gripper
jaw protects
your guitar from
scratches or
damage.

With the built-in spring, our
capo clamps the jaw
around the guitar neck,
applying the perfect
pressure for a buzz-free
performance. The strings
are kept tight, and there's
no more fret buzz without
a high-performance capo.

Moving and
removing the capo
is easy. Simply
squeeze the
trigger with your
hand to release
the tension, move
it to the desired
position, and
release it.

The 5 Core capo is one
of the best guitar
accessories you can
own. It works with
acoustic and electric
guitars, banjos,
mandolins, and
ukuleles, making it a
perfect accessory for
any musician.

Product specification:

● Color- Pink
● weight: 1.2oz
● Material- Aluminum
● Size- 3.2*3.1* 0.47 In

Package includes:

● 1x Guitar Capo

Usages



A capo can help you adjust the key to suit your voice better.

Using a guitar capo can allow you to play chords in different positions.

A capo allows you to change the song's key without learning new chords.

Guitar Capo can be used to simplify fingerpicking patterns and make them easier to
play.

The capo can help you achieve alternate tunings without having to retune your entire
guitar.

Benefits of products

Play in a comfortable key that suits your vocal range.

Experiment with different chord voicings and open positions.

Achieve alternate tunings without having to re-tune your guitar.

Play more easily in keys that use difficult chords, such as F or Bb.

Guitar capo lets you transpose easily without having to learn new chords.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Ultra compact & sturdy.

High-Grade aluminum alloy.



Steel spring with internal memory.

Fits perfectly electric and acoustic guitars & more.

High quality silicone pad will protect your instrument.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Durable Yes No

Long lasting Yes No

Best deal Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Q&A

Question:Is the Capo support electric guitar?

Answer:Yes, it does.

Question:Do I need to buy a specific Capo for my guitar?

Answer:No, most capos are universal and will fit on most standard-sized guitars.

Question:Can the guitar capo damage my instrument?

Answer:It is very unlikely that Capo will damage your guitar. But to be on the safer side,
buy one with rubber padding on it, just like 5 Core Guitar Capos.



Question:?˜How does the guitar capo work?

Answer:The guitar capo works by shortening the length of the strings that are being
pressed down, which raises the pitch of the strings.

Question:Where should I place the Capo on the guitar neck?

Answer:The placement of the Capo on the guitar neck will depend on the desired key
and sound. A good rule of thumb is to place the Capo as close to the fret as possible
without touching the fret.


